
HOUSE No. 1512

Executive Department

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representat
I have received from the Massachusetts Highway Com-

mission an inventory and appraisal of the property of the
Hew England Telephone and Telegraph Company, made in
accord with Chapter 102 of the Resolves of last year. The
commission also sends with this report an explanatory letter
and a copy of a letter sent to the Hew England Telephone
and Telegraph Company, with a copy of the company’s reply
to the same.

I forward all these documents to you for your considera-
tion. Erom them it appears
further scientific investigation
eration in different localities, t

that the commission desires
and report as to costs of op-
unounts for repairs, etc., etc.,
mine what rates are fair and
and for the various classes of

that it may be able to detei
asonable in various localities

service, both toll and h
The Massachusetts Highway Commission estimates that to

obtain this information in a thorough manne? will cost thirty-
five thousand dollars. The letters forwarded herewith show
that the Hew England Telephone and Telegraph Company
agrees that this information is proper for the commission
to have and further agrees that if the Massachusetts Highway
Commission will obtain this information, the Hew England
Telephone and Telegraph Company will refund the money so
spent to the Commonwealth to the extent of thirty-five thou-
sand dollars, if so much is found necessary to be expended.

tfommoiuncalth of i)lassatl)iusttts.
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Tlie infol matron in question seems to me to be proper and
valuable for the Massachusetts Highway Commission to have,
and as the Hew England Telephone and Telegraph Company
takes the same view and is willing to pay for such informa-
tion, I suggest that a proper Resolve be adopted providing for
this expenditure.

EBEH S. DRAPER.
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Massachl
Ashbuetc

tts Highway Commis:
Place, Boston. AprilApril 5, 1

To His Excellency Eben S. Draper, ate House, Boston,Gover
Hen

Sir : —• The Massachusetts Hh
perts employed by it have been

way Commission and the ex-
■ngaged for the past year in

securing a careful inventory and appraisal of all property of the
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. The scope
of the work was not limited to Massachusetts, but, at the request
of the company, the appraisal was extended to include its prop-
erty in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.

This appraisal has involved an immense amount of labor, in-
cluding the counting, measurement and tabulation of all the
poles, wires, conduits and every other item of equipment, the
placing of a value upon each unit and computing the results.
The company has co-operated most heartily, and at one time
had over two hundred people at work.

This work is now completed, and the values of the property
have been tabulated and classified so that it is possible not only
to determine the value of any part of the plant which the com-
pany owns in any given locality, but also the value of the plant
that is used in connection with each class of service.

The appraisal, showing as it does the actual value of the plant,
is probably adequate and sufficient to enable the commission to
determine, after a full considerat n of all the details and factors

gross revenue the company is
elephone users in justice to its

entering into the problem, what
fairly entitled to collect from the
stockholders and to the public.

The commission believes it to
that all unequal and discriminatin

De of paramount importance
; rates of every nature should

be done away with as rapidly as possible. Last year the commis-
sion submitted to the company a recommendation to that effect,
and it is believed that the company is conforming to that recom-
mendation as fast as existing contracts will permit.

It is almost equally important that the rates for service in
the various localities and for the various classes of service should
be so adjusted as to make them fair, not only to the public in
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general, but to each locality and to each class of telephone users,
and this is the result which the commission hopes to accomplish.

As the result of a preliminary study, the Board last year rec-
ommended to the telephone company that the toll rates between
Boston and sixteen suburban exchanges within a five-mile radius
should be reduced from 10 cents to 5 cents. This recommenda-
tion was made and acquiesced in by the company’s officials, who
immediately put the new rates into effect. While the gross reve-
nue from this service was, of course, at once cut in halves, it has
gradually increased, until to-day the total amount collected from
this source is a very considerable proportion of the amount col-
lected before the rate was reduced. It is impossible to tell, as
yet, what the increased cost of this increased business is, but the
commission hopes that all such matters may be determined here-
after.

The commission is now satisfied that in order to do full justice
to all the users of the telephone in the various localities a fur-
ther comprehensive study is necessary. Traffic studies should be
made, costs of operation, the amounts that should be allowed for
repairs, replacements, construction and reconstruction, and what
items and amounts should be charged to capital and what should
be paid for from the rates must be determined to ascertain what
rates are fair and reasonable in the various localities and for the
various classes of service, both toll and local.

If the telephone rates, as a whole, can be placed once for all
upon a fair and equitable basis throughout the State, in every
locality and for every class of service, all future changes which
may be necessary can be made by increasing or diminishing the
gross revenue by a uniform reduction or increase in the rates.

The appraisal before referred to seems to show that the gross
revenue collected by the company in the past has been sufficient'
to make a proper allowance for reconstruction and replacement.
It seems probable that further reductions can be made in the
amount of gross revenue collected without injustice to the com-
pany, but in order to determine where any changes in the rates
can be made, and how the rates should be adjusted between the
various localities and the various classes of service, much more
study of the workings and processes of the company will be re-
quired.

The Board feels that this work should be done under the
direction of the commission and by an expert or experts em-
ployed by it and not connected with the telephone company.
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This appears to be necessary not only to insure the collec
}f the proper data, but also so that the data collected shall 1

non

classified as to be of the greate
of traffic and rates.

■t possible use in future studies

The appraisal already made has practically exhausted the
appropriation authorized under chapter 102 of the Eesolves of
1908, and as there appears to h no money available for future
investigations so complete as above outlined, the commission, in
a letter dated March 31, 1909, stated the facts and its conclu-
ions to the president of the company, Thomas Sherwin, Esq.

A. copy of this letter and of th reply of the company thereto,
iated April 1, 1909, are enclose

The company agrees with the commission that it is advisable
at these data should be collected, tabulated and properl

will co-operate in every wav
th the commission and its experts, as it has done so cordialh

n the past. It agrees further that the cost of this work, if
nstance out of the treasury of the common-

nonwealth by the company
manner as was the cost of making the inventory

and appraisal under chapter 102 of the Eesolves of 1908
Prof. D. C. Jackson, an expert retained by the commission, in

irt to the commission dated March 27, 1909, says that
is work done in a complete and comprehensive mannt

)n appropriation of a sum not exceeding $35,000 is necessary to
leer and the expert audi-

mployecl, this sum
icing in addition to any sum or sums heretofore appropriate!an

nmission.

that the Xew England Telephone and
•aph (

mission ma

State treasury the sum an i

1908 before

nc now too late for
Eegislatm

in

a I

A
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fully the reasons for the comprehensive investigation herein
outlined, is sent to you herewith, and the commission will be
pleased to make any further explanation of this matter which
you desire.

Yours r peetfully,

HAROLD PARKER,
JOHN H. MANNING,
WM. D. SOHIER.

Mat achusetts Highway Commission

Massachusetts Highway Commissic
15 Ashburton Place, Boston, March 31, 1909.

Thomas Shebwin, Esq., President, New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir ; As you know, the inventory and appraisal of the
property of your company has been completed under the direc-
tion of Prof. Dugald C. Jackson, the engineer employed by this
Board, with the active and efficient co-operation of your experts
and employees.

Professor Jackson informs the commission that the appraisal
is very complete and eminently satisfactory, and that the various
items of property are so classified in the inventory that it will
be easy to segregate the amount of capital invested or plant em-
ployed in connection with any particular class of service, whether
toll or local, in any locality.

Professor Jackson, in a report to the commission dated March
27, 1909, says: “ The knowledge gained by the appraisal, added
to the company’s records of annual operating and repair costs,
puts your honorable body in possession of standards by which to
measure the reasonableness of the total sum annually collected
by the company from its subscribers. This was a principal aim
of the appraisal of the property, and has been accomplished.”

It therefore appears, since the basis for this study is already
laid, that it will be a fairly simple matter to determine whether
the total amount of gross revenue collected by the company is
fair and just to all concerned, considering not only the capital
invested but also the costs of operating and the expenditures for
repairs and necessary replacements.

But a second question, namely, whether the rates for the va-
rious classes of service in the various localities are equitable,
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appears not to be so simple of adjustment, and concerning this
matter Professor Jackson says in the report already referred to:
“

. . . We believe that fuller traffic data and apportioned cost
records must be gathered and studied with extended care before
recommendations in regard to this point (the company’s relative
treatment of localities and classes of customers) can be put on
a firmer foundation than the foundation which has apparently
been heretofore utilized, namely, business expediency and the
best personal judgment of the company’s officers.”

In other words, the studies already undertaken are sufficient
to enable the commission to determine what the gross revenue of
the company should be, with fairness to all parties; but to ascer-
tain what the just and equitable rates should be for the various
classes of service in the various localities, careful studies must
be made of the traffic, costs of operation, costs of repairs, replace-
ments, construction and reconstruction, together with a study
of the methods of accounting.

Such a stud}r appears to be absolutely necessary in order that
the commission may determine beforehand, so far as possible,
what effect a proposed change in any rate would have upon the
;toss revenue of the company. The Board fully realizes the
xceedingly complicated nature of the factors entering into

the problem and the necessity for the utmost care in recommend
ing any changes in rates for rvicc

ir the commission are sufficient
Bstions and recommendations in

The data already collected
to enable it to make some su
•egard to the rates in the Boston and suburban division, so
■ailed, concerning which so many hearings were held over a

There are very many other questions already pending involv
ng the rates for tolls, night rates and local service in ver
nany localities throughout the Commonwealth which cannot b

considered or determined without the fiirtl

Professor Jackson estimates that for such a comprehensivi
additional study at least one year should be allowed, and tha
for the necessary service and expenses of the engineers to b(

retained by the commission, and of such expert auditors am
accountants as it may be necessary to employ, the sum o
$35,000 should be provided.

The commission considers that up to the present tii
results obtained have been most excellent and satisfactc
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that the further study as outlined above would be of great value
not only to the commission but to the public and to your com-
pany as well.

I have been directed to ask whether your company has any
suggestion to offer concerning the necessary expenses involved
in the further investigations proposed, and if a method similar
to that followed in making the inventory and appraisal and as
laid down in chapter 102 of the Resolves of the year 1908 will
be satisfactory to your company.

The Board proposes to call the matter to the attention of
His Excellency Eben S. Draper, Governor, and to request him
to present it to the Legislature, now in session, so that the
proper legislation may be secured.

The commission will be gla 1 to receive an early reply to thi
f the General Court will soon hletter as the present session

drawing to a close.
“CtfullvEesq

By order of the
MASSACHUSET TS HIGHWAY COMMISSION,

A. B. Fletcher,
Secretary.

New England Telephone and Telegraph Company,
President’s Office, Boston, Mass.; April 1, 1909.

A B. Fletcher, Esq., Secretary, Massachusetts Highway Commi
ishburton Place, Boston, Ma.

Dear Sip. : I am in receipt of your favor of this date, in-
forming me that Prof. Dugald C. Jackson has advised the com-
mission that further studies of traffic and other statistics
relating to the operation of this company are desirable in order
that the commission may reach conclusions respecting the va-
rious classes of service furnished to subscribers of the company,
and the public making use of the system, and the proportionate
rates and charges applicable thereto.

Replying to your inquiry, I beg to say that the company
desires to co-operate, to the fullest extent in our power, in the
work which the Massachusetts Highway Commission are prose-
cuting, and in obtaining and formulating all information which

ay be considered essential or valuable for the purposes whicl
unmission have in view.

With respect to the sum of $35,000 which it is estimated will
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be required for the further investigation of the subject, the sam
arrangement as that provided in chapter 10? of the Eesolves o
the General Court of 1908, namely that the New England Tele
phone and Telegraph Company is to reimburse the Common
wealth up to the amount namec will be entirely acceptable to the
company.

In conclusion, I desire to ay that it is gratifying to us tc
know that the results of the inv ntorj of property and the studie

statistics already made have proved of value and satisfactory
to the Highway Commission.

Very res pectfully.

Presidt

Bostox, March 27, 19C

The Honorable Massachusetts Highway Commission, 15 Ashburton
Place, Bosti n, Ma.

Gextlemex : We herewith give you a summary report o
appraisal of the property of ththe results of the inventory and

New England Teler raph Company tha
Kler our

hou will find at the end of this report a table marked Ex-
hibit 1, whiel plant of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Com any within the Commonwealth

Massachusetts, accordin actual count of the inventory
piade last midsun the plant divided intc

ropertv, a
ompany has 247 exchan ral offices which nrn

phone service for substantial ae Commonwealth.
0 ■entral offices, 46 a housed in buildings owned bv

npany, while the compar is 7 other buildings ir
Commonwealth which are used :clusi itora

The number ions at exchan
vitchboards, which aggrega
Gent of the telephone swit ards thrhi t the (

wealth than is obtained from a consideration solely of
number of central offic

This table rep
li-

the magnitude an

THOMAS SHERWIN,
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this Commonwealth and the extent of each kind of plant, hut
the inventory dealt with a mass of details of which the table
gives only a faint idea, and which are on file for use as may
he needed in further studies of the telephone situation.

It will be seen from the table that the length of telephone
conductors in the Massachusetts system is sufficient to provide
9 complete metallic circuits of two wires each entirely around
the equatorial circumference of the earth, and still leave a little
over, and that the other quantities found by the inventory are of
correspondingly great magnitude.

In Exhibit 2, appended hereto, is given the total value of
property of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany relating to its business within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, divided to correspond with the divisions of plant
shown in Exhibit 1. In Exhibit 3is given the value of the
company’s property relating to its business in the adjoining
States.

The value given for each kind of property in Exhibit 2 in-
cludes the values of all the collateral materials that appropriately
accompany the particular main division. For example: sub-
station equipment includes all the cost (including installation
labor) of the material and apparatus in the subscribers’ stations
installed ready for service; poles and fittings include all the
cost of the poles suitably prepared, with their cross arms, pins
and hardware, set in place ready to receive the insulators;
aerial cables include the cost of the cables properly spliced,
together with the messenger cables and hangers for carrying
the conducting cables, the pole clamps, and the terminal boxes
that are a part of the aerial cable distribution, all in place ready
for service; and so on throughout the entire property.

Our appraisal shows that the total value of the physical plant
used for local service in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
is $22,885,082. This is the portion of the plant that is made
use of to provide local service between subscribers whose circuits
emanate from the same individual exchange central office, ex-
cept that the 7 central offices of metropolitan Boston are con-
sidered as the equivalent of a single exchange central office.

The foregoing total for local plant is divided in the following
manner between certain important divisions of the Common-
wealth ;

The total value of local plant in metropolitan Boston is
$4,463,843.
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The total value of local plant in the suburban district sur-
rounding the metropolitan part of Boston is $6,446,838.

Of the latter total, a value aggregating $3,983,940 lies within
the inner zone now receiving 5-cent toll service with the metro-
politan district.

A value aggregating $2,462,898 lies in the outer zone now
eeiving 10-cent toll service with the metropolitan district.
The total value of local plant in the 11 cities of the Common-

wealth which, besides Boston, are of substantially 50,000 inhabit-
ants or over, is $6,872,411. These 11 cities are: Brockton, Cam-
bridge, Fall Biver, Holyoke, Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, New Bed-

nerville, Springfield and Worcester.
The remainder of the local plant in the Commonwealth is re-
ired for service in the smaller cities and rural districts and its
ue amounts to $5,979,248.
In these divisions of local plant, the property in Cambridge
d Somerville comes into the total for the suburban district

and also into the total for the 11 cities
The total value of the toll plant for use in affording intercom-

munication between subscribers connected with different central
is $9,641,913. It will be observed that this is a sum equal
per cent, of the total local plant.

The average net current assets and cash on hand which enter
into the capital of the telephone company amount to $1,560,000,
as obtained from figures supplied to us by the auditor of the
’ompany. This amount represents the funds that are required
n the current operations of the company, and is added to the
allies of physical plant in Exhibit 2

There are (as of the period of the inventory, namely, mid
nmer, 1908) 42,749 telephones in use in metropolitan Boston

in use in the inner zone of the suburban district ; 19,45f
in the outer zone of the suburban district; 66,729 in use

Main telephones, 20,201, 17,143 private branch exchange ter-
inal telephones and 5,405 extension telephones connecting with

19,159 subscribers’ circuits in the metropolitan district.
Main telephones, 29,672, 2,519

ninal telephones and 2,697 extens:
private branch exchange ter-
ra telephones connecting with

16,556 subscribers’ circuits in the inner zone of the suburban
district

n the 11 aforesaid cities, and 54,540 in use in the remainder of
he State. These may be distributed in a different classification.
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Main telephones, 16,875, 708 private branch exchange ter-
minal telephones and 1,879 extension telephones connecting with
8,770 subscribers’ circuits in the outer zone of the suburban
district.

Main telephones, 45,516, 5,113 private branch exchange ter-
minal telephones and 6,100 extension telephones connecting
with 23,581 subscribers’ circuits in the 11 cities.

Main telephones, 48,558, 1,898 private branch exchange ter-
minal telephones and 4,090 extension telephones connecting
with 19,399 subscribers’ circuits in the remainder of the Com-
monwealth.

We here use the term main telephone to represent any tele-
phones except extension telephones and private branch exchange
terminal telephones. The ratio between the number of main
telephones and the number of subscribers’ circuits shows the
average number of main telephones per subscriber’s circuit, or,
as it is usually thought of, the average number of subscribers

in detail the number of each
telephone for each of the 841

per circuit. The inventory showi
kind of circuit and each kind of
sections of the State, comprisin
Boston and 240 central office ex-
metropolitan district.

; the metropolitan district of
hange districts outside of the

at detail, and the figures henThe data gathered are in gr<
iven are a summary of the whol ;. The inventory and appraisal

■optional care, show how mud
within Massachusetts and out-
r the Commonwealth, its value
throughout the Commonwealth

which have been made with ex
property the company possesses
side thereof, its distribution ove
and the distribution of the value
It shows that for each $lOO worth of property the compar
has outstanding $83.67 of par value in stocks, bonds and note

entire property of the company
ue with the total outstanding se
shown in exhibits 4 and 5, heret
m of the appraised value of th
the company’s securities we infe
in the habit of paving for sue!

The aggregate value of the
and a comparison of this va
curities of the company, are
appended. From this relati
property to the par value of
that the company has been such

expenses as engineering, interest, and like expenses pertaining
to new construction, out of earnings instead of out of the capi-
tal account. The appraisal shows beyond dissent that the

now has no water in its securities, and the discrepancy
in the other direction, constituting 16.3 per cent, of the total
value of the property, is still small enough to cause no concern
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11 hether the company’s existing method of putting the cost o
new construction on its books should be continued is a matte
which your honorable body may wish to consider. To give thi
a full consideration, we believe that suitable accountants shouh
be associated with }'our engineers.

The appraisal affords information on which your honorab
ly can decide how much money the company should be allowe

as return on its investment, and how much it should be reason
ably expected to expend on the average per year for reeonstruc

the purpose of maintaining the plant against the ravag
or the obsolescence incident to inventions and othe

causes tor improvements and changes in the art. Whether the
return on investment is ultimately to be figured on the out-
standing stocks and bonds of the company or on the value of
the plant, the sum that must be allowed for reconstruction is
unquestionably determined by the actual existing values of the
different kinds of property composing the plant, which values
are shown by the appraisal.

This reconstruction is called for on account of several factors.
The rotting of poles so that they must be replaced, the deteriora-
tion of conduits, cables and wires so that they must be replaced,
and the other effects of the elements and of use on every part
of the plant ultimately bring nearly all parts of the telephone
plant to a point where their further use is impracticable without
rebuilding, however well cared for and carefully kept up by
current repairs they may be. The part of the plant affected
must then be bodily replaced. The advances occurring through
improvements in the art also make an important factor in the
telephone business which demands the remodelling or the bodily
replacing of parts of the plant from time to time before their
natural life is run. A third factor is introduced by the action
of municipal and other public boards who may order improve-
ments of streets and roads, as by ordering good pole lines re-
moved to alleys or wires placed underground. None of these
factors can be cared for out of a uniform appropriation such
as may cover ordinary repairs; and the cost of making good
after special attacks of the elements, such as damaare of nole

pncious m its occurrence. Nevertheless, these exnendi-

al of the eomr Fo
the
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quired over an extended period of years must be figured on the
basis of experience, and a corresponding sum of money should
be set aside each year to be expended in reconstruction of
operating plant as the conditions require it. Less than this
amount may be used in some years and more in other years, but
the amount to be taken from the gross receipts each year for this
purpose should be fixed upon an average determined by the
extent and value of each kind of plant in the complete system.
As a result of our study of the complete plant we have applied
percentages to each kind of construction involved, giving con-
sideration to first cost, rate of depreciation, probable effects of
rate of changes in the art and the acts of municipal bodies,
special misfortunes caused by the elements, and also giving con-
sideration to any salvage that might be recovered from discarded
plant. The consideration of these various factors is based on
experience in telephony and electric lighting of the past and
as much judgment of the future as may be brought to bear.
In this way we arrive at a figure for the average yearly recon-
struction account for the property used in Massachusetts busi-
ness which is equal to 7.3 per cent, of the value of such property,
exclusive of land, general supplies and working capital (net
current assets and cash on hand). This makes a sum to be thus
annually taken for reconstruction purposes in Massachusetts
which amounts to $2,840,000 on the existing plant. A detailed
table will accompany our full report.

From the company’s expenditures for current repairs and
reconstruction for the whole of its system, including the plant
in the adjoining States, as reported to us by the company’s
auditor for several years past, Ave are led to conclude that the
company is not making charges to reconstruction at a higher
rate than our estimate; and it therefore seems proved that the
company is not building extensions out of annual receipts under
color of the reconstruction account, and our exacting inspection
of the plant leads us to say that the company is maintaining it
in excellent condition.

The knowledge gained by the appraisal, added to the com-
pany’s records of annual operating and repair costs, puts your
honorable body in possession of standards by which to measure
the reasonableness of the total sum annually collected by the
company from its subscribers. This ivas a principal aim of the
appraisal of the property, and has been accomplished■
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a

At your request we have been ntly studying the company’s
rate schedules along with the ar aisal data, and we believe that
improved schedules can soon be r rted to you for the Boston

and suburban district. The appi
that the rates in the metropolitan

aisal seems to us to indicate
district of Boston may be ex-

imined and revised with advantag
rat injury to the company’s stabi]

to the subscribers and with-
ity. Bates for service in the

tropolitan district, however, are closely associated with subur-
annot be safely made withoutban rates, and changes in one set c

a full consideration of the eff on the other.
As pointed out in our report to you of March 10, 1908, traffic

data must be gathered and properly apportioned, and operating
and repair cost records made, before it is possible to get a com-

msive, or, in fact, a reasonably satisfactory, opinion of the
iness with which the total sum annually collected bv thetal sum annually collected by the

apportioned among the various localities and kind;
if communities in the Commonwealth. The company has gath

affic data since our preceding report, especially with re-
peat to the Boston and suburban district, which will be of

r traffic data and apportionedu

records must studied with extended cart

rd to this very important point
pany s relative treatment of localities and classes of

foundation than the founda-
n heretofore utilized, namely, bus^

st personal judgment of the com-

ine large and growing business of the company shows that
aany in the past has worked well

:t study of the service, traffic and rates shows undeniable eccen-t

lent. We believ
■areful and full study of

ng the desired end of a more satis-
nt of different

realities in the Commonwealtl

isive telephone

telephone plays in the busi-
of the Commonwealth make
a full study of traffic, rates
ipany ought to co-operate in

t

r

nent of its best experts, but we
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believe that your honorable body ought to receive your advice
through suitable engineers and accountants who are independent
of the company.

As aforesaid, in our opinion suitable accountants may wisely
be associated with your engineers, and an early part of their
joint duty should be to plan, in co-operation with the company,
means of record keeping that will afford data for more effect-
ually determining from time to time the effect of any changes of
rates or subscribers’ privileges which may be made. We look
upon this as of primary importance. The company’s records
do not seem now to be sufficiently refined for the purpose. For
instance, the company’s present records do not seem to be capable
of affording as full an exhibit as seems to us desirable for your
information of the effects on the company’s investments, gross
earnings and the cost of caring for the traffic, which have re-
sulted from the change in the rate of tolls in a portion of the
Boston and suburban district, which the company put in effect
nearly a year ago, at the recommendation of your honorable
body.

Additional complexity is imported into the rate question by
to the local service. In order that
adjusted, it is desirable that they

the relations of the toll service
local rates may be reasonably
shall not be entangled with t le cost of the long-distance (toll)

the valuation of the toll plant
1 from the valuation of the local
bis is equally necessary for a satis-
fies. This principle, as indicated

i been carried out in our appraisal.

service of the company, and

should, therefore, be separate
plant as far as practicable. T
factory consideration of toll r
by the figures given earlier, ha
The long-distance toll system probably might be expected to earn
its own operating expenses, reconstruction charges and return
on the investment, independently of the receipts for local ser-
vice, but we are not convinced that it is now doing so. In fact,
fio-ures for gross receipts seem to indicate the contrary. In case
it is not doing so, it manifestly must be carried by the sub-
scribers in general, or by some particular classes of the sub-
scribers. This needs further study of past records of traffic,
receipts and expenditures, and also study more particularly based
on additional records of traffic, gross receipts and expenditures
kept with a fuller separation of the records for toll service from

•h separation has been quite inthe records of local service. Sr

complete in the past.
al, wires used for toll purposesIn the inventory and
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ice, and the supportsare separated from those usi
1 and local plant in proportionor conduits are apportioned t

carried. The values of centralto the actual toll and local wir
office equipment and land and ildings owned by the compan}

rvice and toll service onalso apportioned between
al service requirements.

Commonwealth the difference
dy considered toll plant and
nt is clearly marked, as each
ical service to a more or less
don and suburban district the
oil and local service is much

In the outlying portion

between what may be a
what may be considered loca antrhat may be considered local f
xchange central office provides

distinct community, but in tl
apportionment of plai
more difficult.

n

Owing tionsn

ten

(

Jack Bar, Fort Hill. Havmarket. Main, Oxford. Eichmond and
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studied and means devised for maintaining records which, will
be of an analytical character, and will lend themselves to appor-
tionment between the local am
be developed to maintain the
appropriate continuous records.

toll service. Plans should also
plant valuation on a basis of

To carry out the additional v
and which we believe ought to
of puting the Highway Commi:
grounds for recommendation ol
additional appropriation will be
being used was made according

which we have refer

arried out for the purpo:
n in possession of adequate

as required by law, an

reeded. The appropriation now
an estimate of the expense

attendant upon planning and supervising the inventory and
appraisal. It will be substantially exhausted by that work
though we expect to have some additional results in the wa
of proposing an improved rate schedule for the metropolitan
district, to accompany or precede our fina

Of the money expended under the appropriation for plannin
and supervising the inventory and appraisal of the property of
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company, $9,60i
has so far been paid to D. C. & Wm. B. Jackson as professional
fees. The remainder expended out of the appropriation has
been used to defray the expense accompanying the making of
plans, the checking of inventory figures and reducing the data
to form convenient for a report to your honorable body, and such
further use as you may desire. The aforesaid expense has been
largely made up of salaries and wages of inspectors, draftsmen,

checkmen, etc.
We have not yet placed in your hands the great mass of maps

and figures that comprise the inventory and appraisal of the
plant, as we have recently had a force engaged in accordance
with your directions in gathering statistics and other data re-
lating to the matter of rates, and we have consequently delayed
placing in your hands the completed report until the Boston
and suburban rate question is ready for your consideration.

To execute your wishes as expressed to us will require carrying
out in full the various branches of investigation set forth in the
foregoing. We estimate that the additional should be available

that thefor expenditure by your Honorable body in order t
requirements shall be met is $35,000. This ought to cover t

cost of engineering and accountants’ work as outlined. V
xteilieve that provisions may be made w

ation of utilwork over not less than one year, w
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alts in the readjustment of rates from time to timeizmg

as the data may warrant. We make our estimate of the expense
the work on the basis of first arranging for adequate traffic

and cost data, to be followed by careful study continuing for
a satisfactorily extended period, so that the traffic and cost

may be sufficient to draw reasonably reliable conclusionsr
It is also desirable that the effect of any changes proposed for

>f the Boston and suburban district should be carefullyt

intly by tlie engineers of the company and the com-
fore being put in force, and thereafter as to theirir

:i traffic and earnings.

Respectfully submitted,

Exhibit 1.

Inventory of Property of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company.

Table showing the Extent of the Plant in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

Number of buildings owned by company, ... 53
Parcels of land owned by company, .... 54
Number of exchange central offices, .... 247
Number of operators’positions at exchange switchboard;
Length of pole lines (approximate) (miles), . . . 3,83'3,837

Length of pole lines (approximate) (feet), . . . 3,100,901
Length of underground conduits (miles),

. . . 587
Length of underground conduits (feet),

....
14,370,649

tese comprise underground ducts (miles), .
. . 2,721

mber of manholes in underground conduits,
.

. 11,217
Aggregate length of pole lines and conduits (miles), . 4,424
Length of open wire on pole lines (miles), . . . 67,599
Length of open wire on pole lines (feet), .... 5,264,1t
Length of aerial cable (miles), 997
Length of conductors in aerial cables (miles),

.

. 66,836
rhead conductors (miles),

.

.
.

134,435
of overhead conductors (feet),

. . .
6,663,360

Length of undergroundcables (miles),
....

1,262
Length of undergroundcables (feet),

....
52,400

übmarine cables (miles),
.... 10

Length of conductors in underground and submarir
ables (mil

DUGALD C. JACKSON.
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Aggregate length of aerial, underground and submarine
cables (miles), 2,269

Aggregate length of telephone conductors in all cables
and wires (miles), 452,660

Number of poles, 310,138
Number of subscribers’ telephones on Aug. 31, 1908, . 199,3:

Exhibit 2.

4ppraisal of Property of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company

Table showing Value of Property belonging to Business within
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Substation equipment, .......$3,217,240
Drop wires leading to subscribers’ premises, . . . 668,315
Poles and fittings, ........ 4,260,17c
Conduits and manholes, ...... 7,588,632
Wires on poles, ........ 2,724,017
Aerial cables, 1,465,213
Underground and submarine cables, .... 4,718,066
Switchboards, ........ 4,094,067
Furniture and tools, ....... 453,0 <8
Land and buildings, 2,344,469
General supplies* 1 1,040,000
Net current assets and cash on hand,2

.... 1,560,000

Total, $34,133,270

Exhibit

4 pvraisal of Property of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company

Table showing Value of Property belonging to Business in C
monwealths outside of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Apparatus and equipment, $9,771,766
Land and buildings, 210,780
Investment in other companies, 3 1,945,000
Net current assets and cash on hand,2

.... 480,000

Total $12,407,549

At cost valui

Book value, fr
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Exhibit 4.
Appraisal of Property of the New England Telephone and

Telegraph Company.
Table showing the Division of Property Value between that be-

longing to Business within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
and that belonging to Business in Adjoining States, together with
the Total Value of Property.

Value of property belonging to business within the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, ....$34,133,270

Value of property belonging to business in Common-
wealths adjoining Massachusetts, .... 12,407,549

Value of entire property of the new England
Telephone and Telegraph Company, $46,540,819

Exhibit 5.

4ppraisal of Property of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company.

Table showing Value of the Property compared with the Outstand-
ing Securities of the Telephone Company.

Appraisal value of entire property of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company, ....$46,540,819

Total par value of the company’s outstanding stocks,
bonds and notes, as given by the company’s auditor,
for Aug. 31, 1908, 38,939,850




